MULTIPLE APPS
OR A SINGLE SOURCE?
THE BENEFITS OF A CONSOLIDATED ASSET
TRACKING APPLICATION
Today, companies are still struggling to manage costs eﬀectively because they’re relying on a
complex knot of disjointed software applications—a knot that causes process bottlenecks and
degrades employee productivity.
For IT and Operations leaders at distribution centers, manufacturing facilities, retail, healthcare
and transportation and logistics companies, IntelliTrack® is the enterprise platform that
provides secure and consolidated asset, service and inventory data, giving them conﬁdence
in their data, processes and resource allocations.

REAL-TIME VISIBILITY
Getting an accurate view of a company’s inventory and assets is diﬃcult with
multiple disconnected apps. With IntelliTrack, sourcing, extracting, and
analyzing the data is simple, so critical decisions can be made based on
accurate, real-time data.

BETTER USER EXPERIENCE
No worker wants to struggle with multiple apps. A single, simple-to-use
dashboard allows users to quickly access all the data they need. This in turn
improves productivity (and can help you attract and retain workers, too!)

BETTER CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
When customers can’t quickly get status updates, issues drag on, orders can’t
be fulﬁlled as promised, and satisfaction tanks. IntelliTrack arms Sales, Service,
and Operations with real-time inventory and asset info, so requests are
handled quickly and accurately.

ONE SOURCE OF TRUTH
Because IntelliTrack extracts data from a single, centralized data repository,
errors—which disparate systems are prone to—are eliminated. And, with a
holistic view of inventory and assets, you’ve got the key business intelligence
needed to eﬀectively manage the business.

IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY
With IntelliTrack, employees are no longer bogged down navigating ineﬃcient
and disjointed processes, and the labor-intensive and manual tasks that steal
time that should be spent helping the company grow.

REDUCED MAINTENANCE
Multiple apps means more IT time is spent deploying, managing, integrating,
maintaining, and upgrading—and all the related disruption and expense. With
IntelliTrack, operational costs are signiﬁcantly reduced and IT can focus on
activities that more directly contribute to growth. Plus, the platform scales to
your capacity needs (supports more data/users/resources because it’s
cloud-based) and functionality needs (new features are easy to bolt on—no
need to add new apps).

How are you collecting and managing your asset data?
IntelliTrack®’s consolidated asset tracking platform gives you
power to create more eﬃcient user workﬂows, ensure

IT’S TIME FOR DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION. IT’S
TIME FOR INTELLITRACK.

inventory accuracy, manage technology lifecycles, and boost
user productivity. Power actionable business decisions with

Stay up-to-date on the latest

IntelliTrack.
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barcoding.com/intellitrack-launch
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